Part 2: POST CARDS
Introduction
(updated 5. 2013)
Regulations of the General Postal Union (GPU), and its successor, the Universal Postal Union
(UPU), required that post cards (PC) be made available to the public, and Hong Kong (HK)
complied, although somewhat belatedly. HK has issued more different PCs than any other type of
postal stationery. PCs are probably the most collected item of HK postal stationery, and they are,
correspondingly, the most well-studied.
No major “new” post card types have been cataloged since Colonel Webb’s book was published.
Six new post card subtypes are recorded herein, dealing with the deletion (4 examples), or nondeletion (2 examples), of “REPLY” on the two part reply paid post cards. These are denoted by
“NEW” in Table PC-2d. Additionally, inverted 4c red and 4c black surcharges on the 3c brown
card have recently been identified. These are also denoted by “NEW” in the applicable tables.
Quite a number of earlier and later dates of usage have been identified than those recorded by Col.
Webb, the Hong Kong Study Circle (HKSC), and Mr. Proud. Unfortunately, Col. Webb’s Earliest
Recorded Dates (ERD) are misleadingly listed in the Yang catalog as if they were the actual issue
dates. Three of what I believe to be the most significant ERD advancements for QV post cards are
illustrated in figures PC-1c: the 3c/16c on white card; PC-2a: the 4c grey definitive; and PC-3d: the
4c in red on 3c brown card. Each of these “finds” has implications that serve to update previously
held understanding of the postal history related to postal stationery.
The postal rates established by government authorities, generally within GPU / UPU guidelines,
are the key to understanding when and what value stamps and postal stationery were issued.
However, while Hong Kong adhesive postage stamps are cataloged in great and generally correct
detail, the same cannot be said, unfortunately, for postal stationery (PS), nor for the complete and
accurate publication of the rates upon which those PS issues are based (see post card rate issue
example in KG VI section).
The “Hong Kong Post Card Rates by Surface Mail” table provided by Dr. Schoenfeld (subsequently
abbreviated “Sch.” herein) in HKSC Journal 301/4 was used as the basis for an attempt to update the
PC rates recorded by various authors over the years. In a number of cases, it became necessary to
consider extant examples in an effort to resolve the rate discrepancies between these authors. Such
efforts are discussed in the pertinent by-reign sections, and the resulting primary HK single PC
surface rates have been compiled into Table PC-1 (see Crewe and Halewood books for PC airmail
rates). The rates for “double” (two part) reply paid cards are not provided in Table PC-1, but they
were twice those for single PCs. My thanks to Chi Ho Chan for noting that the 1880 1c PC rate to
East Asian countries (list in Table PC-1) was replaced by the 4c UPU PC rate, when those countries
joined the UPU on 1.1.95.
Two PC rates, which 1) are somewhat obscure, 2) are a bit too complex to be reduced to the
abbreviated tabular format, and 3) for which no PCs at those rates were issued, are therefore also
discussed in the pertinent (KGV) section. Both of these HK PC rates are based on Chinese rates
that were reciprocated by HK. A 6c rate, for post cards sent from HK via China to other countries,
was in effect from 1923 to 1930. A 6c franked PC is discussed and illustrated as Figure PC-7k. A
2.5c PC rate, which was applicable to paquebot mail handed in onboard vessels bound from HK to
Canton and other Chinese ports, was in effect from 1932 to 1940. A 3c franked PC (rounded up
from this 2.5c rate) is discussed and illustrated as Figure PC-7g.
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Effective Local, Br.
Date
Agencies
1.4.1879
3 cents
18.2.1880
1 cents
1.12.1894
-1.1.1895
18.2.1918 1c in HK
11/2c: TPs *
1.10.1919
-c.1.2 to
30.11.1922
1.10.22
15.1.1923
1.4.1931
4.7.1935
1.6.1936
1.9.1938
15.9.1941
1941-1945
1.4.1946
1.4.1948
1.4.1949
1.6.1952

9.1967
1.7.1971
1.4.1975
1.1.1976
1.7.1976
1.1.1980
1.7.1981
1.7.1982
1.10.1983*
2.9.1985
1.9.1988
1.4.1991
1.11.1993
1.6.1995
2.9.1996

China, Macau,
& Asia (see #)
3 cents
1 cents
-China, Macau
1c to Macau
11/2c to China *
--

British
Other
Empire Countries
3 cents * 3 cents *
-*
-*
4 cents
4 cents

Rate
Notes
Reference
Proud
* 5c via Brindisi
Webb
* 3c by any route
GN 430
17.11.94 HK Gov. Gaz.
GN 468
“Asia” rate to UPU rates
--Thorndike * 11/2c: HK to TPs, TPs to
TPs, HK, China, Macau
--- *
Proud, Sieh * S,M,T changed from
& Blackburn China to UPU rates
----- *
Perrin, Sieh * 6c from Agencies to
& Blackburn other countries
--- *
--PMG, Sieh & * 2c from Agencies to
Blackburn China proper
HK Local 1c to Macau
--Proud, Sieh TPs closed 30.11.22.
1 cent
2c to China *
& Blackburn * 2c reciprocal rate
2 cents
2 cents
8 cents
8 cents
181/1931 * * Notice #s per Ashby
--- *
--Ashby, Sieh * S,M,T included in rates
& Blackburn to China – see text
--10c/15c * 15 cents
438/1936 * 15c via Siberia to BE
--10c *
-657/1938 * Via Siberia rate ended
-4 cents
--1093/1941
HKSCJ 308/2 Japanese rates: Orsetti
----Schoenfeld
-5 cents
15 cents 20 cents
-5 cents
----4c PC + 1c stamp: 9.3.51
---25 cents
-China, Macau,
Taiwan: 1967
-10 cents *
---* 1.4.66 per Proud
10 cents *
15 cents
25 cents 30 cents Sch., Proud * 1.8.71 per Proud
-20 cents *
--Proud
* Sch. - 20c: 1.1.76
No service
20 cents
--Schoenfeld, * Local card rate as letter
*
Proud
rate subsequently
X*
20 cents
-40 cents Schoenfeld * Brit. Emp. rate ended
-30 cents
-60 cents *
-* "Other" card rate as
letter rate subsequently
-40 cents *
-$1.00
Sch., Proud * Proud: 50c in error?
30 cents
---Schoenfeld
40 cents
50 cents
--Proud
* Schoenfeld: 1.6.1985?
50 cents
60 cents *
-$1.20
Sch., Proud * China card rates as
letter rates subsequently
60 cents
70 cents
-$1.30
Sch., Proud
80 cents
90 cents
-$1.70
Sch., Proud
$1.00
$1.20
-$2.00
Sch., Proud
$1.20
$1.50
-$2.30
Proud
Schoenfeld: Not shown
Zone 1 * Zone 2 *
* See notes below table
$1.30
$1.60
$2.30
$2.60
Sch., Proud

# “Asia rate” applied to Cochin China, Japan, N. Borneo, Philippines, Siam, Straits Settlements, Tonquin
* Zone 1: All destinations within Asia except, China, Macau, Taiwan, and Japan
* Zone 2: All other destinations including Japan

Table PC-1. Hong Kong single post card rates by surface mail, 1879 - 1997
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Although Dr. Schoenfeld recorded no “new” post cards beyond those Col. Webb cataloged, he did
give catalog sub-numbers to some of the subtypes that Webb mentioned, but did not number. The
“NEW” (i.e., un-cataloged) post card subtypes recorded in this study are the use of two of the reply
card types with “REPLY” not deleted, which are illustrated in Figures PC-4a and PC-4b, and four
with “REPLY” deleted, shown in Figures PC-4c and 4d (both subtypes of the 4c black over 4c red
surcharge on 3c brown PC), PC-4g, and PC-5c. As is stated in the introduction, the Japanese
occupation post cards, and the newer types of the general issue postage prepaid post cards, are not
addressed herein, except for the post-WWII official “Postage paid” and “Official Paid” cards.
Due to the relatively large number of HK post cards, the Earliest Recorded Date (ERD) / Latest
Recorded Date (LRD) and related information have been provided in separate tables for each reign,
plus a table for the “CHINA” overprint cards. These tables attempt to record all known types and
subtypes of HK PCs (excepting a few errors recorded by Yang, but not seen used). However, due
to the relatively large number, not all are specifically discussed herein. Only those that are thought
to be of sufficient significance from a HK postal stationery viewpoint, and/or which possess other
significant postal history features, have been specifically addressed. This information may be
accessed by clicking below on the section for the associated reign during which the PCs were
issued. The corresponding table generally appears at the beginning of each section.

Reign / Type

Section

Table

Queen Victoria

PC-A

PC-2

King Edward

PC-B

PC-3

King George V

PC-C

PC-4

KGV – “CHINA”

PC-D

PC-5

King George VI

PC-E

PC-6

Postage & Official Paid

PC-F

Although Col. Webb cataloged the normal and reply cards as individual items, in most cases he
recorded ERD / LRD information only as a composite for each normal and reply paid card set of
PCs of the same value. He usually included any other varieties of the basic card in that set for
which a composite ERD / LRD was provided. An effort has been made to distinguish ERD / LRD
information for each post card listed in the associated tables. Webb’s ERD and LRD values are
shown at the top of each of his sets within a table, and any earlier or later known dates for the
individual cataloged items are recorded below. Since it is not possible to know to which specific
cataloged item Webb’s composite ERD / LRD for the set applied, in some cases an ERD for a
specific post card has been recorded that is somewhat later than Webb’s composite ERD, or an
LRD for a specific post card has been listed that is somewhat earlier than Webb’s composite LRD.
Both Col. Webb and Dr. Schoenfeld listed the intact (two parts un-separated) reply cards, as well
as the individual message half and reply half of the intact cards. The rationale for listing the intact
cards as distinct subtypes from the message and reply halves is unclear, but that convention has
been retained herein, and ERD / LRD examples have been provided (if available) for each subtype,
when positive identification can be made from the source documents. Cards with the “REPLY”
deleted are separately listed herein, since such alteration represented a clear intent to change the
usage of the “REPLY” cards.
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Webb # QV
Sch. # Issue
d
1879

Value & Format

Early

Webb
Early

Webb
Late

3c on 16c, with
(Sch. Ia) or without
(Sch. I) short "T"
on Yellow card

5.4.79

1.4.79

4.2.80

P6
1
P7
2

1c green on buff
post card
3c brown on buff
post card

3.4.80 22.11.80 28.5.03
3.3.80

9.8.80

P8
3

4c grey on buff card
"Via Brindisi &
London" usually
struck out

19.2.80
8.5.95

3.1.96 17.10.99

Webb:P1

Late

Notes

ERD: Sotheby, 12.1980, lot 396
* 4.4.79 on 3c / 16c off-card
4.4.79 *
stamp, Gibbons, 5.1984, lot 979
26.5.82 LRD: Christies Robson Lowe,
7.1989, lot 195 (E. F. Gee).
5c / 18c, with or
14.4.79 28.12.80
Webb ERD: Gibbons, 3.1988,
without short "T"
lot 815 - from Ningpo: "N1"
Blue card, with "Via
over-cancelled Shanghai "S1".
Brindisi & London"
12 used recorded by Gurevitch
3c / 16c, with or
22.4.79 5.9.79
5.3.80
ERD: Spink, 2.2004, lot 128
without short "T," on
29.5.81 LRD: Christies, 5.1995, lot
white card with red
.
2053, plus isolated 1882, 83,
printing
85, and 1888 uses
3c / 16c, with or
------- - - Not recorded or seen used.
without short "T," on
A very few unused examples
white card with blue
have been seen; e.g., lot 971 in
printing, in error, vs.
11.2003 Philachina auction.
intended 5c / 18c
5c / 18c, with or
2.2.81
----Only known used example
without short "T," on
recorded by Gurevitch (2001),
white card with red
pg. A157. 5c/18c on card with
printing, in error,
red printing not recorded used
vs. intended 3c / 16c
by Schoenfeld
5c / 18c, with or
7.5.79? 15.7.79
1.80
ERD: date error? See text.
without short "T," on
7.5.81 LRD: W.H. Lu; Bull, 2.1985, lot
white card with blue
249. Also 12.5.82 Shanghai
printing, "Via Brindisi
c.d.s. on 5c/18c off-card stamp;
& London"
Christies, 7.1989, lot 203.
THREE / 5c / 18c,
7.1.80 1879 * 7.3.80 *
ERD: Ishikawa, Sotheby,
white card, blue
12.1980, lot 397. * see text re.
printing, with or
apparent date errors in Webb.
without short "T,"
17.3.80 LRD: Gurevitch pg. A154,
"Via Brindisi &
apparent correction of Webb’s
London" struck out
7.3.80, as Gurevitch recorded
only 2 used examples.

Schoenfeld

I-Ia

P2

II-IIa
P3

Ib-Ic
P3

Id-Ie

P4

IIb-c

IId-IIe

P5

III-IIIa

1880

P10
5

ERD: Richard Chan collection.
11.10.06 LRD: Bull, 6.2007, lot 1729
2.8.94
ERD: John Sussex collection.
12.12.94 LRD: LCS; see below Table 2c

19.2.80 ERD for 4c and for all
definitive PCs. 8.5.95 earliest
known 4c on buff card after PC
rate raised to 4c: LCS. See 3a.
11.5.03 LRD: Christie's, 11.95, lot 2571
1880? ONE CENT/4c grey 24.3.81 16.8.81 24.3.94
ERD: online post card exhibit.
on buff card; "Via
See text re. this QV PC exhibit.
Brindisi and London"
24.12.94 LRD: Bull, 9.1991, lot 1051.
usually struck out
See text: issued 1880 vs 1881?

Table PC-2a. Hong Kong Queen Victoria post cards issued 1879 – 1880
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Col. Webb stated that Hong Kong applied to London for stamped post cards in accordance with
UPU requirements, but pending their arrival engaged the local Government printer, Noronha, to
print provisional formula cards and surcharge existing stamps for application to those cards. Air
Commodore Gurevitch made a case for both the surcharged stamps and post cards to which they
were affixed having been produced in England, based on De La Rue essays. In HKPSJ 6 Mr.
Campion provided written evidence that the “essays” were actually specimens sent by the Hong
Kong Postmaster to the Colonial Secretary, and thence forwarded to De La Rue, with their 29.4.79
specifications and order for the first definitive post cards. For reference purposes: quite a number
of QV post card essays and proofs were illustrated in the 3.2004 Argyl Etkin auction catalog. The
Hong Kong provisional PCs issued in 1879, and the first definitive PCs issued in 1880, are detailed
in Table PC-2a.
The initially issued provisional post cards were printed in blue for the route via Brindisi, Italy, and
in yellow for via Marseille and all other routes, to assist in sorting. Additionally, the blue cards
bore a “Via Brindisi & London” inscription, the two cents additional cost paying for transit via
Italy. Although no specific reference was found concerning the rate for post cards sent within and
between HK, the Treaty Ports, and China, it must have been 3c, since only three cents and five
cents (the latter specifically for the via Brindisi route) cards were part of the first PC issue in 1879.
This has been further corroborated by the record of dispatch of 100, and the receipt of 60, “Local
Correspondence” PCs in the 1879 HKPO annual report, and the use of a 3c / 16c on white card
from Swatow on 9.5.79 (the earliest known PC from Swatow) to Shanghai (Gurevitch, page A149).

Figure PC-1a-1. 5.4.79 - Earliest recorded usage of all Hong Kong post cards
The 3c surcharged on 16c stamps were intended to be affixed on the yellow cards, and the 5c on
18c stamps were to be affixed on the blue cards, although the errant reversal is also cataloged. Col.
Webb recorded that he had a 1.4.79 “First Day Postcard” usage of the 3c/16c on yellow card sent
to GB, but I have not seen it in many years of searching through auction catalogs. The earliest
(5.4.79) 3c/16c on yellow PC recorded by Gurevitch, based on a source other than Webb, is
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illustrated in Figure PC-1a-1 (lot 396 in Sotheby’s 12.1980 auction of Ryohei Ishikawa’s HK
collection). This is the earliest usage that I have seen of any Hong Kong post card. Gurevitch
listed Col. Webb’s first day use of this card, but referenced only Webb’s book as the source. This
indicates that Gurevitch probably had not actually seen it either, since no auction catalog or other
reference was given. An “off-card” 3c/16c stamp cancelled one day earlier on 4.4.79 is exhibited
at the left of Figure PC-1a-2 (Gibbons, 5.1984, lot 979). A likely unique red “Customs / Shanghai”
c.d.s. on 3c/16c stamp with short “T” in “CENTS” surcharge is shown at the right (Philippe Orsetti).

Figure PC-1a-2.
Short “T”; “Customs Shanghai”

4.4.79 - Earliest used HK PC stamp

Spink’s record of 25 used examples of the 3c/16c on yellow PC, five of which were included in
their 25.2.2004 auction, has been reproduced in Table 2b. This table includes Webb’s ERD and
LRD, but does not include my (ex.) 5.5.1879 example from Foochow. Many thanks to Spink for
compiling this useful information about the first Hong Kong PC.

Table 2b. Spink’s Census of 25 Used Examples of 3c/16c on yellow PC
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Patrick Pearson (“The Provisional Issues of Hong Kong”, The London Philatelist, 11.1964)
estimated the number of sheets of stamps used for the provisional PCs as:
3c/16c - 25 to 30
5c/18c - 27
3c/5c/18c - 2
Given the preponderance of extant 3c/16c PCs vs. 5c/18c PCs recorded by Gurevitch, Pearson’s
estimate of the number of sheets used for the 3c/16c PCs may be too low, or his estimate of the
number of sheets used for the 5c/18c PCs may be too high, or a combination of both.
The only example I have seen of an inverted stamp on a provisional PC is exhibited in Figure PC1a-3. It is the earliest known PC from Ningpo: a 3c/16c on yellow example dated 10.4.79 (exd’Almada; Christies, 11.1990, lot 1084). The only other recorded example of this PC used from
Ningpo, which was sent on the same day, is illustrated in FEMSI Vol. 2, Figure MM-79-12. Both
of these post cards, which are the earliest known sent from any of the British Treaty Ports, were
carried by the French Messageries Maritimes (MM) paquebot Anadyr from Shanghai to Marseille.
Various other postal history information, which is pertinent to this first type of HK post card, is
provided in FEMSI Vol. 2 in association with Figures MM-79-9, 14, 19, 27, 80-12, and 80-25.

Figure PC-1a-3. Only known example of inverted stamp (3c/16c) on provisional PC
Col. Webb’s 14.4.79 ERD for the 5c / 18c on blue card, which has not been advanced in the 40+
years since publication, is illustrated in Figure PC-1b-1. The stamp on this PC was cancelled “N1”
at the Ningpo origination Post Office (PO), and it was over-cancelled “S1” in transit at Shanghai.
The “Ningpo” date stamp with index “C” is recorded 11.3.84 – 9.12.99 by Webb, and not amended
by Schoenfeld, although Webb illustrated a 26.1.81 example in his Plate 63. Furthermore, Webb
recorded the 5c / 18c card shown above, but did not take note of its even earlier 14.4.79 “Ningpo”
c.d.s. Proud’s ERD is 24.8.70 for this c.d.s. This card was lot 815 in the 3.1988 Gibbons auction.
Gurevitch listed only 12 usages of this 5c / 18c on blue card, including Webb’s ERD and LRD.
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Figure PC-1b-1. 14.4.79 - Earliest use of 5c / 18c on blue card recorded by Webb
Air Commodore Gurevitch recorded an unused blue card bearing a variety of the “5 CENTS”
surcharge on 18c stamp with the “ENTS” of “CENTS” displaced 4 mm. from the “C” (HKSC Jn.
355/21), as shown at the left side of Figure PC-1b-2. Malcolm Hammersley provided another
example, similar to that recorded by Gurevitch, in HKSCJ 356/30. An off-cover example of the
5c/18c post card stamp, also with the “ENTS” displaced from the “C” in “CENTS”, was illustrated
in the 7.1985 John Bull auction catalog. Although this example (lot 371), which is depicted at the
right side of Figure PC-1b-2, was adjacent to a normal surcharge (lot 370, in the center of Figure
PC-1b-2), no notice was taken of this interesting anomaly in the catalog. The example at the right
is in conjunction with the short “T” variety, as initially recorded by Gurevitch.

Figure PC-1b-2. 5c / 18c: “ENTS” spaced from “C”, at left (Gurevitch) & right (Bull)
So far only one cancelled example of the 5c / 18c on blue card with the “C ENTS” spacing, as
exhibited in Figure PC-1b-3 (Christies, 11.1987, lot 3118), has been confirmed. However, Webb’s
15.7.79 ERD of the 5c / 18c on white card also appears to have some extra space between the “C”
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and the “ENTS” (see Figure PC-1d). The enlargement of the PC indicia exhibited at the right side
of Figure PC-1b-3 clearly shows the “ENTS” displaced from the “C” in “CENTS”, similar to the
unused examples recorded by Gurevitch and Hammersley.

Figure PC-1b-3. Only known “ENTS” displaced from “C” on used 5c / 18c PC
Surprisingly, the 17.12.79 5c/18c blue PC illustrated in Figure PC-1b-3 is the earliest of this type
PC used at HK that is recorded by Chan Chi Ho in “HK QV PC Earliest Usages from HK and the
British Treaty Ports” (see appendix to this monograph on HKSC web site). His illustration of this
PC enabled the identification of the “C ENTS” spacing of the 5c surcharge on the 18c stamp.
An unused (i.e., un-cancelled) 5c / 18c, with the “ENTS” displaced from the “C” on a blue PC,
which was used locally in London on 24.12.79 (franked by an additional GB stamp), was offered
by Spink (11.2004, lot 501). These examples disprove Gurevitch’s supposition that this new
variety “probably occurred only once on the overprinting plate”, since his 5c / 18c example is in
conjunction with the short “T” in “CENTS”, whereas the 17.12.79 example in Figure PC-1b-3, and
the 24.12.79 example noted above, both have the normal “T”.

Figure PC-1b-4. Unrecorded “Or Marseilles & London” added below “Via Brindisi”
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A previously unrecorded “Or Marseilles & London” printed beneath the normal “Via Brindisi &
London” inscription at the lower left on an unused blue PC with 5c/18c stamp is illustrated at the
left of Figure PC-1b-4 (Sun, 1.1986, lot 370; unfortunately, the image is not well registered). An
enlargement of a second example is displayed at the right of Figure PC-1b-4 (Sun, 12.1980, lot
1009). Neither catalog mentions this highly unusual enhancement of the PC, which was apparently
applied at a second printing to indicate that the “5 / Cents” card could be used for either routing.
While it is possible that this was done officially, it seems more likely that the “Or Marseilles &
London” was added to cards by a private company. No used example has yet been seen.
Webb stated: “Experience quickly showed that coloured cards, though easy to sort, were difficult
to read, and three months later white cards were put on sale.” He recorded 15.7.79 as the earliest
known use of the 5c / 18c on white card with blue printing, and gave a 5.9.79 ERD for the 3c/16c
on white card with red printing. Gurevitch recorded a 9.5.79 ERD for the 3c / 16c on white card,
and he listed usage of 43 examples of this PC in his 2004 census of significant covers.
Two earlier usages of the 3c / 16c on white card were offered by Spink in their 2.2004 auction:
22.4.79 (lot 128), see Figure PC-1c, and 29.4.79 (lot 129), both of these less than one month after
the initial issue of the 3c / 16c on yellow card, vs. the three months stated by Webb. The 22.4.79
card message includes: “white cards have been issued as they are not so expensive.” This implies
that printing cost may have been more of a driver for the HK GPO to move very quickly from
colored to white cards than legibility of the writing on the cards. The Figure PC-1c PC was carried
by the P&O, and the 29.4.79 PC by the French MM line (see FEMSI Vol. 2, pg. 429). Various
other postal history information, pertinent to this second type of HK post card, is provided in
association with FEMSI Vol. 2, Figures MM-79-24 and 80-14 (the ERD and LRD for this PC used
from Hankow).

Figure PC-1c. 22.4.79 - Earliest known use of 3c / 16c on white post card
The issue of these two significantly different sets of post cards within less than a month of each
other appears quite unusual, and raises the question of whether both types really were produced by
the same printer, i.e., De La Rue, as theorized by Gurevitch. It would seem that a reasonable case
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could be made for the colored post cards having been produced in Hong Kong as a “stop gap”
measure, followed by their replacement with the white post cards when they were received from
England. Locally produced cards could have been required to satisfy the UPU requirement that
post cards be issued by 1.4.79, which was also the date when the new post card rates went into
effect, along with the second set of UPU letter rates. The issuance of these two different sets of
provisional post cards within such a short time, along with the variance in format of the colored vs.
the white cards, tend to support this hypothesis.
Mr. Paul Campion argued In HKPSJ 7 that “ . . . had De La Rue produced the provisional cards, it
is very unlikely that they would have used more than one type of card for each value.” The point
of this argument is consistent with the thought that the colored cards may have been produced in
Hong Kong in order to meet the required issue date, and then the white cards were subsequently
put on sale when they were received from England. However, Mr. Campion reproduced a 16.9.79
letter from De La Rue to the Crown Agents in which De La Rue stated in part:
“In place, however, of a border in the form of a twisted rope, as suggested in a sketch
covered by the indent, we have substituted a Greek fret, for we found that the rope pattern
did not come out well to so small a scale . . . ”

The “sketch” bearing the twisted rope border referred to by De La Rue was the essay or specimen
of the second type of provisional post card; i.e., the smaller white card, the colored cards having a
straight-line border, except for the ornament in the corners. It would seem inconsistent, and not in
keeping with the stature of the De La Rue firm, for them to have produced the provisional white
cards with twisted rope border, and then less than a year later have taken exception to the use of
that style of border for production of the definitive post cards. Similarly, it seems unlikely that De
La Rue would have produced the provisional cards with the wide Hong Kong coat of arms, and
then have changed to the significantly narrower coat of arms depicted on the definitive cards.
Air Commodore Gurevitch, in his response to Mr. Campion in HKPSJ 7, noted that the printer’s
type used for “Union Postale Universelle . . . is exactly the same” on the definitive cards (which
were unquestionably produced by De La Rue), as on the provisional post cards, with the exception
of the larger first letter of each of those three words on the provisional PCs. Gurevitch commented
that “It is highly unlikely that the same type would have been available in both Hong Kong and at
De La Rue”. However, it seems quite possible to me that the Hong Kong government printer could
have, and probably would have, obtained the necessary printer’s type from England.
Gurevitch noted that abnormalities existed in both the printer’s type and in the character spacing in
all postage stamp surcharges produced by the Hong Kong Government printer, but he stated that
“the spacing of the word ‘CENTS’ is identical with all three overprints” surcharged on the post
card stamps. He observed that such precision printing of the surcharges on the post card stamps “is
entirely consistent with the De La Rue work.” However, this contention seems at least somewhat
abrogated by Gurevitch’s subsequent report of the spaced “C ENTS” variety (see Figure PC-1b-2).
If Mr. Campion’s evidence and rationale that the provisional cards themselves were printed in HK,
is taken in conjunction with Gurevitch’s reasoning that the post card stamps were surcharged by
De La Rue, a most interesting compromise conclusion results, based on parts of the positions
espoused by each of these two gentlemen. Such a composite result also helps explain two of the
other “loose ends” in this puzzle. Supply of the stamps from England, for subsequent application
to the cards printed in Hong Kong, seems more consistent with the recorded errant misapplication
of these two stamp values to the wrong white cards, and a stamp having been affixed in an inverted
position on a provisional PC (ref. Figure PC-1a-3), than the alternative of the highly regarded De
La Rue firm having committed errors such as these. Similarly, the existence of mint examples of
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the surcharged stamps separate from the post cards also seems more likely if the stamps were sent
separately to Hong Kong, than if the cards were made in England, and the stamps applied there.

Figure PC-1d. 15.7.79 - Earliest recorded use of 5c / 18c on white post card (Webb)
The census of significant HK cards and covers in the Gurevitch book lists 7.5.79 as the earliest use
of the 5c / 18c on white card (page A149). The source reference is to lot 1217 in John Bull’s 1983
auction # 55. However, the reference in that 10.1983 Bull catalog is to the 7.5.81 LRD for this PC,
vs. to the 7.5.79 ERD listed in the Gurevitch book. Therefore, either the source reference for the
7.5.79 ERD listed in the Gurevitch book is incorrect, or the 7.5.79 ERD itself is in error. The next
earliest use of the 5c / 18c on white post card recorded by Gurevitch is Col. Webb’s 15.7.79 ERD.
This PC, (lot 3191 in Christie’s Robson Lowe 11.1984 auction of Admiral Dyer’s collection), is
illustrated in Figure PC-1d. No earlier example of the 5c / 18c on white card has so far been found.
Webb’s 15.7.79 ERD of the 5c / 18c on white card appears to have some extra space between the
“C” and the “ENTS” of “CENTS” (see Figure PC-1d). However, the resolution of the image is too
low to enable sufficient enlargement to verify this.
The 7.1.80 example of the 3c / 5c / 18c PC, which is one of only two recorded usages of this very
rare card, is illustrated in Figure PC-1e (lot 397 in Sotheby’s 12.1980 auction of Ishikawa’s HK).
The strike-through of the “Via Brindisi” printed at the bottom of this card, and its replacement by a
manuscript “Via Naples”, indicates that this card was intended to be sent by French paquebot. This
is confirmed in FEMSI Vol. 2, page 452, which shows the Messageries Maritimes Anadyr having
departing from HK on 7.1.80 (see FEMSI Vol. 2, page 459 for additional information re. this PC).
Air Commodore Gurevitch provided rationale for the remaining stock of the 5c on 18c stamps on
the white cards having been surcharged “THREE” cents in late December of 1879. Col. Webb
reported an 1879 use of this card to GB, without noting the day and month. However, Mr. Patrick
Pearson recorded no 1879 example, and only two 1880 examples, of this card, including his 7.1.80
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usage exhibited in Figure PC-1e (HKSC Bulletin 169, 2.1971). It seems likely that Gurevitch’s
17.3.80 record of the other example is a correction of Webb’s 7.3.80 LRD, since the P&O Thibet
did not depart from HK until 10.3, but the French Ligne N Ava left HK on 17.3.80, and much of
the outgoing mail was typically dated the day of, or the day before, the departure the mail steamers.

Figure PC-1e. 7.1.80 – Earliest of only 2 recorded uses of 3c / 5c / 18c post card
The later of only the two recorded examples of the 3c / 5c / 18c PC was in the Derek Houston
collection. The Houston auction catalog explicitly stated that it was “dated 17.3.80 from H.M.S.
Iron Duke” (R. Lowe, 1955, lot 138; see card at left of Figure PC-1f), vs. the 7.3.80 LRD recorded
by Webb. It was then sold in the E. S. Hardman sale (R. Lowe, 1963, lot 55; see enlargement at
right of Figure PC-1f), but has not been seen since, to my knowledge.

Figure PC-1f. 17.3.80 – Latest of only two 3c / 5c / 18c PCs; from HMS Iron Duke
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Webb noted that the formula on the 1879 provisional white cards, to which 3c / 16c stamps were
affixed, was printed in red or blue, and that the formula was printed in blue or red on the white
cards affixed with 5c / 18c stamps. Schoenfeld recorded each of these as separate subtypes, but
indicated that the white cards printed in blue (i.e., those cards bearing “Via Brindisi & London”),
intended for use with the 5c / 18c adhesive stamps, but bearing 3c / 16c stamps instead, and the
white cards printed in red, intended for use with the 3c / 16c adhesive stamps, but bearing 5c / 18c
stamps instead, were not known used.
What I would consider as the most significant new post card find was recorded by Air Commodore
Gurevitch in his outstanding 2004 treatise. He listed a single example, used on 2.2.81, of the 5c on
18c adhesive stamp, affixed in error on a white card with red printing, instead of the 3c / 16c stamp
intended for that card. Unfortunately, an image of this amazing usage is not available. Gurevitch
listed no used examples of the white card printed in blue, intended for use with the 5c / 18c stamp,
but bearing a 3c / 16c stamp instead, also in error. A mint example of the latter was offered as lot
309 in the 12.2007 Philachina auction, and as lot 1141 in the 1.2012 Unitric auction. This Unitric
auction also offered an unused second issue white card printed in red bearing a 5c / 18c adhesive
stamp (lot 1142), making a nice pair.
The annual Hong Kong Post Office report for 1879 noted: “Post cards for instance, which it is now
obligatory for every Union country to issue, will probably never be much used in the East.” That
report showed sale of 3,584 3c cards and 1,721 5c cards in 1879, for a total of less than $200 in
revenue to the GPO. Another table listed international dispatch of 2,970 post cards in 1879, and
local use of about 100 more cards. There was no mention in the report of the switch from colored
to white provisional post cards. The two cent surcharge for the routing of post cards via Brindisi
was eliminated in 1880, so the new definitive 3c cards issued in that year could be used to any
UPU member country by any route.
Contrary to the pessimistic outlook for the sale of PCs in the 1879 HKPO annual report, the 1880
report indicates that sale of 3c cards almost doubled to 6,429 from sales in 1879, while 19,562 of
the 1c cards, issued for local use in 1880, were also sold. The 1880 annual report notes:
“The sale of post cards has exceeded all expectations. They were introduced because
it was obligatory to issue them, but it was not expected that more than a few dozen would
be sold. Some difficulty was experienced in keeping pace with the demand. At least twothirds of those purchased, however, have gone to gratify the mania for Stamp-collecting,
which seems to increase with the obstacles surrounding it. It is difficult to make votaries
of the great science of Philately understand that post offices exist for any other purposes
than to supply them with every conceivable variety and shade of Postage stamp.”

Although that report referred specifically to supplying varieties and shades of stamps, it would
seem to apply as well to the provisional post cards, and could account, at least in part, for the
change from colored to white cards. Since the varieties with short “T” are extant in about the same
quantity as those with the normal “T,” no attempt has been made to break them out separately.
Apparently, the original 5c post card rate via Brindisi, a surcharge of 2c over the longer sea route
to England, was to have been lowered to 4c, as Col. Webb noted that 4c definitive post cards were
ordered for the Brindisi route, and one of the PC “essays” described by Gurevitch and Campion
had been manually changed from a 5c to a 4c rate.
The date of the four cent gray post card (Schoenfeld 3) exhibited in Figure PC-2a is “FE 19 / 80”,
making it the earliest recorded use of any of the Hong Kong definitive post cards. The “9” of the
“FE 19 / 80” date stamp is not clear in the color illustration of this PC, but it has been verified as
“19” in a gray-shade photocopy. The 16.2.80 date printed on the back of this card (see Figure PC2b) corroborates the likelihood that the c.d.s. is 19.2.80, since the card would have been printed at
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least a few days before it was sent. Col. Webb stated that these 4c post cards were not received in
Hong Kong until the surcharge for the Brindisi route was abolished on 18.2.80, but the 16.2 date
printed on the back of this card indicates that it was quite likely available on or before 16.2.80.

Figure PC-2a-1. 19.2.80 - Earliest recorded use of Hong Kong definitive post cards
The UPU decision to make the post card rate among UPU countries 3c, regardless of the route,
became effective on 18.2.80. This obviated the need for a 4c post card, so the 4c cards, received
only a few days before (the P&O Thibet reached HK on 9.2.80), almost immediately became
obsolete. The 19.2.80 card exhibited in Figure PC-2a-1 is not only the earliest known use of any of
the definitive post cards, it is also the only known use of this 4c card prior to the rate increase to 4c
almost 15 years later.
The indicia on the Figure PC-2a-1 PC was cancelled “B62”, the earliest known use of this HK
“killer” on a definitive PC, which is recorded only in 1880 – 81 (although a couple of later “B62”
uses are known, including one in 1888, accompanied by a very rare HK “M.O.” [Money Order]
Office c.d.s.) The Australian contract packet Normanby departed from HK on 19.2.80 carrying the
Figure PC-2a PC on its way to Brisbane. This 19.2 ship departure supports the conclusion that the
HK c.d.s. is 19.2.80 vs. 16.2, since mail was normally dated the day of departure or the day before.
Although the 1880 use of the Figure PC-2a 4c PC is currently unique, the printed sonnet on the
back (see Figure PC-2a-2) indicates the likelihood that additional 4c PCs bearing this sonnet were
sent to other postal administrations, so other such cards may still be extant, but unrecognized.
Some stock of these obsolete 4c cards was used up in 1881 by surcharging them “ONE CENT” for
local use (Sch. 5). Col. Webb stated, “as far as we know the 4c postcard was not issued until 1884,
(sic: 1894) when the rate was changed to 4c.” Elsewhere he stated that the rate for post cards was
raised from 3c to 4c about 1.1.95. At that time, the “Via Brindisi and London” was struck out
(usually), and these 4c PCs were again put into use. Col. Webb did not record use of this 4c card
until 3.1.96, but Ms. Susan Crewe has a 1.5.95 example, after increase of the PC rate from 3c to 4c.
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Figure PC-2a-2. Post Office sonnet on back of earliest definitive post card
The definitive QV 1c green post cards for local and East Asia use (Sch. 1), and the QV 3c brown
cards for UPU destinations (Sch. 2), were received in Hong Kong at the same time as the 4c post
cards. Although Col. Webb did not record use of the 1c PC until 22.11.80, and the 3c PC until
9.8.80, those dates have since been advanced considerably closer to the issue date of these post
cards. The earliest recorded use of the 3c brown post card is 3.3.80, as illustrated in Figure PC-2b
(Sussex collection, first sold by Alevizos, 10.1981, lot 640). Proud does not record use of the 3c PC
from Hankow, but the earliest known HK PC from Ichang, a 3c, was cancelled by the Hankow Type
D1 on 27.4.88 (ZA 6.2007, lot 1148). The scarcest destination seen for this 3c card is from HK on
1.3.87 to Lagos, Nigeria (Harmon Fine collection illustrated in IA, 4.2012, lot 1308). It bears a rare
Liverpool quad-segmented transit c.d.s.

Figure PC-2b. 3.3.80 - Earliest recorded use of Hong Kong 3c definitive post card
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Figure PC-2c-1. 3.4.80 - Earliest known use of Hong Kong 1c definitive post card
The earliest known use of the 1c green post card is 3.4.80, as illustrated in Figure PC-2c-1 (Richard
Chan collection, Cavendish, 3.2003, lot 317). The “B / MACAO” receipt date stamp of the British
Postal Agency at Macao is Webb Type B, Proud Type D3: 1867 – 81. The auctioneer’s description
states “few examples known, other than on the Crowned Circle covers”, and “very few examples
of this Type B datestamp on ingoing mail”.

Figure PC-2c-2. 26.12.81 – Only known PC from British Postal Agency at Macao
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The only known use of a Hong Kong post card from the British Postal Agency at Macao, which
continued operations until 1884 (“The British Post Office / Postal Agency at Macao”, HKPSJ-11),
is exhibited in Figure PC-2c-2 (ex-Richard Chan collection, Cavendish, 3.2003, lot 318). The
26.12.81 Macao crowned circle datestamp on this PC is the earliest recorded by Proud (Type D4:
1881 – 84). Patrick Pearson recorded only three covers and this card bearing this datestamp (Webb
Type Ci), which was sent out to HK from London on 23.5.81. The imprinted stamp on the Figure
PC-2c-2 card was cancelled upon receipt at the HK GPO on the following day. The rarest, most
likely unique, cancel seen on the 1c definitive PC is the straight line “Kowloon Customs / Mail
Matter” on a 5.5.88 card addressed to the rare destination of Tamsui (Christie’s, 11.1995, lot 2596).
The various catalogs of Hong Kong postal stationery state that both the “ONE CENT” on 3c brown
(Sch. 4) and the “ONE CENT” on 4c grey (Sch. 5) provisional cards were issued in 1881, with the
exception of Higgins and Gage, which notes issuance as “1881/86.” Webb recorded 16.8.1881 as
the earliest use of the 1c / 4c card, but Gurevitch advanced this to 5.4.81 (page A158). Gurevitch
showed a 1.10.80 HKPO notice (page 28), which states that the 1c / 4c PC was issued in 1880. He
noted various errors in that notice, but it is difficult to believe that an 1880 HKPO notice could
have erroneously listed issuance of the 1c / 4c PC in 1880, if it was not actually issued until 1881.
The earliest known “ONE CENT” surcharged on 4c grey provisional post card (Schoenfeld 5) is
illustrated in Figure PC-2d. However, the 24.3.81 date of this card is still in 1881, so it does not
help to substantiate the apparent 1880 issue date (reference the preceding paragraph). This card is
a part of a very useful internet (online) exhibit of Queen Victoria (QV) Hong Kong post cards
(http://www.cpa-hk.net/chin3/exhibit/VR%20PO%20CART/VRPC-52.htm), from which several other
illustrations have also been reproduced in this update. Quite a number of ERDs and LRDs, and
other information, have also been extracted from this display, with sincere thanks to Mr. Chan Chi
Ho, the exhibitor, for having made it available for us to view, study, and enjoy. Although 24.12.94
is listed in Table 2a as the “normal use” LRD, Mr. Chan also shows a Maus philatelic usage of this
card, with additional 1c and 2c KE stamps, which was sent from Shanghai on 2.5.05. An unused
example of this PC with unrecorded “T” of “CENT” missing was illustrated in HKSCJ 287/5-3.

Figure PC-2d. 24.3.81 - Earliest known “ONE CENT” surcharge on 4 cents post card
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Webb #
QV
Sch. # Issued

Early

Webb
Early

Webb
Late

ONE CENT / 3c
brown card

27.5.86

7.2.87

8.1.00

3c brown on white
card

14.3.87

5.1.88

23.7.94

Value & Format

Late

Notes

1886
Webb:P9
Sch.: 4

26.3.03 ERD: ex-Kerr; confirmed by
Gurevitch: ref. Cherrystone
auction, 3.1991, lot 1470.
LRD: Online post card exhibit.
See text re. 1886 issue date

1887
P11
2a

P12
6
6x
6y

P13
7
7x
7y
P14
1a

P15
8
P16
9
9x
9y

*

1892/4
1892? 1c + 1c green reply
(see card – intact (6)
text)
Message half (6x)

Proud: Reply PCs issued 14.5.92
3.4 ERD: HKSC 268 - not seen.
9.12.07 6 Intact ERD: online PC exhibit
6 intact LRD: Chris Norton.
18.4.93
12.10.06 6x ERD: Spink, 11.03, lot 1152.
6x LRD: Cavendish, 10.2003, 302
Reply half (6y)
4.5.93
10.11.03 6y ERD: Gibbons, 11.98, 397.
“REPLY” not deleted
6y LRD: HKSC Jn. 335/20-6.
1892 3c + 3c brown reply 7.7.92 3.5.93
--1.1.01 7 ERD: Norton, Hong Kong–GB
card – intact (7)
7 LRD: Norton, Kowloon–GB
Message half (7x)
2.7.92
14.10.03 7x ERD / LRD and 7Y ERD:
Reply half (7y)
2.7.92
25.7.94 Online QV post card exhibit.
“REPLY” not deleted
7y LRD: Hammersley, HKPSJ 13
1894? 1c green on white
13.4.94 28.9.95 4.12.95
ERD: HKSC 268.
card
See text re. 1892 vs. “1894?”
issue date
1894/5
16.1.95 23.8.01
4c red surcharge on 6.12.94
19.12.02 ERD: LCS (2) + online exhibit.
3c brown card
See text re. issue date.
(Schoenfeld 2, 2a)
LRD: ZA, 6.2003, lot 938
4c + 4c red on 3c +
9 intact ERD: CTO, 4c rate FDC
3c brown reply card
9 intact LRD: Simon Choi
(Schoenfeld 7),
9x ERD: online QV PC exhibit.
not separated (9),
1.12.94
6.1.99 9x LRD: LCS – from Ningpo
message half (9x),
21.2.95
11.9.02 9y ERD: IA, 7.2009, lot1232.
reply half (9y)
22.1.95
13.3.12 9y LRD: Online QV PC exhibit
Reply half of
19.5.96
11.2.97 ERD: CCH – earliest of 6 known
Schoenfeld 9 with
LRD and 17.12.96: online PC
"REPLY" deleted
exhibit. Also 7.8.96:
----* Only recorded by
PhilaChina, 8.2003, lot 1308,
Higgins & Gage
and 5.2.97: ZA, 5.2002, lot 810
4c surcharge down
to right (NW to SE),
not separated (9),
message half (9x),
or reply half (9y)

NEW
P17
3a

4.7.98 ERD: LCS (ZA, 6.2007, lot 1185)
LRD with additional 2c stamp in
online QV PC exhibit

3.4.93
5.4.93

12.4.01 17.11.04

21.2.99
14.3.99

Recorded by Webb, only 6 seen
9 ERD: Zurich Asia, 8.2011, 2722
17.10.99 9 LRD: LCS.
9y ERD: Gaertner, 2.2008, 14527
8.3.00 LRD: LCS. Only 2 known

2 nearly identical known; Fig. PC-4f
4c red inverted, 9x 12.11.95
4c grey on white
1.5.95 14.5.95 3.12.01 11.9.02 ERD: Susan Crewe - HKSCJ
card "Via Brindisi &
337/24; on back: “new 4c card”
London" usually
ERD after PC rate raised to 4c.
deleted
LRD: Ningpo, Cav. 10.2003, 342

Table PC-2c. Hong Kong Queen Victoria post cards issued 1886 – 1895
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The Hong Kong Queen Victoria post cards issued between 1886 and 1895 are delineated in Table
PC-2c. Col. Webb stated that the “ONE CENT” surcharge on 3c brown post card had been issued
in 1881, but he did not record its use until 1887. Dr. Schoenfeld followed Col. Webb in listing
1881 as the issue date of this card. Although the usage of the 1c on 3c post card was advanced to
6.7.86 by Mr. Stubens (HKSC Bul. 211/11-31(B), and to 27.5.86 herein, no date of use any nearer
to 1881 has been found in the 40 plus years since Col. Webb’s publication. Air Commodore
Gurevitch illustrated a 1.3.92 HKPO notice on page 30 stating that the 1c on 3c PC was issued in
1886, which is validated by the cited empirical evidence. Notwithstanding this more current
information, the Yang catalogs issued at least as late as 2007 continued to show 1881 as the issue
date of the 1c on 3c PC.
Mr. Chi Ho Chan noted lot 3450 in the 6.2012 John Bull auction - The manuscript on the back of
the paper band of a packet of 1c on 3c PCs states:
*

"for Foochow / not to be used before April 1st / GPO HK 3rd March 1886".

This clear instruction from the HK GPO indicates that the 1c on 3c PC was most probably issued
on 1.4.86, vs. in 1881. Nevertheless, the description of lot 3448 in the Bull auction still shows
1881 as the issue date of the 1c on 3c PC. It should also be noted that this is the only example so
far seen of this type of PC band where the nomenclature has been altered. It was changed from the
printed “Three” to a manuscript “One” cent, and the price for the packet of cards from “30” to “10”
cents, as shown in Figure PC-2e. Mr. Chris Riding showed an unused example of this PC with
unrecorded double surcharge in HKSCJ 299/12.

Figure PC-2e. Packet of 1c / 3c PCs; paper band indicates issued on 1.4.86 vs. 1881
The 27.5.86 1c / 3c PC shown in Figure PC-2f, which was sent to a stamp dealer in Bath (Gibbons,
3.2013, lot 1486), bears the message:
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"Dear Sirs, This is the first & only specimen that has been used for purposes outside the
local town. It is also the last, as the whole stock was bought up after being in use one day."

This would appear to imply that the 1c / 3c card was first put on sale on 26 or 27.5.86, vs. the
1.4.86 indicated by Figure PC-2e. However, it may be that the sender was just getting around to
mailing it, or had just recently acquired it from someone who had purchased it on the day it was
issued. Irrespectively, it is additional proof that the 1c on 3c PC was issued in 1886 vs. 1881.

Figure PC-2f. 1c / 3c PC with message indicating it was issued in 1886 vs. 1881
Webb stated that 3c brown post cards were printed on white stock (Sch. 2a) in 1887, but he noted
5.1.88 as his ERD. The postal stationery survey in HKSC newsletter 268 moved Webb’s ERD up
to 23.6.87. As previously discussed, the 3c post card rate was raised to 4c on 1.12.94, but a 3c PC
dated 4.12.94 and sent from Hankow to Luxemburg is known (Philachina, 9.2007, lot 411). It was
not marked postage due, indicating the possibility that there had been a grace period. However,
Mr. Chan’s QV PC exhibit includes a 7.12.94 1c card, bearing an additional 2c adhesive stamp,
marked with a circled “T” for postage due. Mr. Proud recorded an 18.2.95 use of the 3c card, but
this seems questionable, unless that card was postage due, or a 2c stamp was added to it, as was the
case for the example in Mr. Chan’s exhibit.
A 3c card (listed herein as the LRD for the buff 3c post card, but uncertain at this point if it is buff
or white), which was sent to Singapore, is illustrated in Figure PC-2g. It is dated 12.12.94, after the
increase of the UPU PC rate from 3c to 4c on 1.12.94, but it was not marked postage due. This 3c
PC overpaid the 1c “East Asia rate”, which remained in effect only until 1.1.95. At that time the
rate to the Straits Settlements, and to the other members of the “East Asia rate” group (see Table
PC-1), was increased to the new UPU 4c post card rate, according to Government Notice 468. My
thanks to Mr. Chi Ho Chan for bringing this to my attention. Thus, this obsolete 3c card was used
during the one month period between the time that the 3c PC rate was superseded by the 4c rate,
and the time when the 1c “Asia rate” for PCs was terminated, and supplanted by the 4c PC rate.
Mr. C. H. Chan’s exhibit includes the latest overall 3c PC use: 4.7.98 with an additional 2c stamp.
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Figure PC-2g. Obsolete 3c PC overpaying 1c Asia rate only possible 1 month
The 1.3.92 HKPO notice illustrated by Gurevitch on page 30 records issuance of the 3c + 3c reply
paid card in 1892, but makes no mention of the 1c + 1c reply card. This indicates that the 1c + 1c
reply card was not issued until later in 1892 than the 1.3.92 HKPO notice, or perhaps not even until
1893, as suggested by the empirical usage evidence. This possibility is further substantiated by the
intact 5.4.93 1c + 1c reply paid card to the “Director of Post & Telegraph, Salatiga, Ned - Indie”,
which is exhibited in Figure PC-3a-1. This intact PC to the Dutch East Indies (DEI), which is
included in Mr. C. H. Chan’s on-line QV PC exhibit (first sold by Alevizos, 10.1981, lot 643), is
the earliest recorded use of the two-part 1c reply paid post card. Figure PC-3a-2 shows the “just
issued” note on the back of this card.

Figure PC-3a-1. 5.4.93 – Earliest recorded usage of 1c + 1c reply paid card
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Figure PC-3a-2. 5.4.93 – “just issued” note on earliest 1c + 1c reply card
Col. Webb did not record use of the two part 1c + 1c reply paid card (Sch. 6) until 1901. His date
was moved up to 3.4.1893 in HKSC newsletter 268, which is the ERD listed herein, although it has
not been seen. This may be the message half of the 1c “REPLY” card part shown in Figure PC-3b1. The Stanley Gibbons auction catalog states that the message half of this card, with a “faint
Customs Kowloon” c.d.s. (not illustrated in the catalog), was sent to Macau, in 4.93, and that the
separated “REPLY” half was returned to Hong Kong in 5.93.

Figure PC-3b-1. 4.5.93: 1c REPLY half ERD; only known reply PC from Macau to HK
Less than two dozen examples have been seen of the reply half of the two part HK reply paid post
cards used as originally intended; i.e., as having been returned to HK, or a British Treaty Port, from
the place to which the original intact card was sent. These exotic cards are highly sought, since
most bare foreign cancels on the HK imprinted stamps on the reply halves. The 4.5.93 reply paid
card, which is illustrated in Figure PC-3b-1, is: 1) the earliest known example of the correct use of
these cards, 2) the ERD for the 1c + 1c “REPLY” half, and 3) the only known HK reply card that
was returned from Macau to HK. A 4c / 3c reply card was sent from Macau via HK to Shanghai.
A 1c “standard” (vs. reply) PC, bearing a 22.8.93 Macau c.d.s. on the HK indicia, is the earliest
known Macau arrival mark applied on a card or cover from HK posted in the loose letter box on
board the HK–Macau steamer (see Hong Kong Arrival Marks, page 85, or Bull, 6.2008, lot 1248).
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The 18.4.93 message half of the 1c + 1c reply paid card, which is illustrated in Figure PC-3b-2, is
listed as the ERD for the Type 6x PC, since the day that the reply card noted in the preceding
paragraph was sent to Macau is unknown. The 18.4.93 PC was sent to the Seychelles Islands, a
very rare destination from HK (Spink, 11.03, lot 1152). The use of this 1c PC to the Seychelles,
with no indication of any postage due, demonstrates the wide extent of the HK “Asia rates”. This
card bears a “LIGNE N” 10 French paquebot c.d.s., which disproves Salles listing of the maritime
date stamp having been changed from 10 on the outward voyage of the Salazie to 6 on her return
trip. This return by the Salazie originated from Shanghai, rather than from the normal Yokohama,
due to a problem incurred by the Sydney on a previous trip. Harmon Fine owns what I consider to
be the rarest “REPLY” half of all HK reply paid post cards, bearing a Seychelles “B64” obliterator
on the HK QV indicia (see Figure PC-3k). See Figure PC-4h re. 1c “REPLY” deleted PC.

Figure PC-3b-2. 18.4.93: 1c QV message half ERD; to Seychelles – rare destination
Webb recorded that 1c green cards were printed on white stock (Sch. 1a) “about the same time” as
the two part 1c and 3c reply cards (i.e., 1892). The other catalogs of Hong Kong postal stationery
show this 1c green on white card as issued in 1892, with the exception of Higgins and Gage, which
does not catalog this as a separate issue (although it did so for the 3c brown on white post card).
Notwithstanding the supposed 1892 issue date, Webb only recorded the 1c green on white card
used in 1895. The postal stationery survey in HKSC newsletter 268 moved the ERD up to 13.4.94,
but again no earlier used example has been found in the nearly 20 intervening years. It therefore
seems reasonable to postulate that, while the 1c green card may or may not have been produced on
white stock in 1892, it was not actually sold and used until sometime in 1894.
Col. Webb recorded only a single date of use of the 3c + 3c brown reply paid card (Sch. 7): 3.5.93,
but HKSC Newsletter 268 advanced the ERD of this post card to 27.7.92. Chris Norton has kindly
provided a scan of an intact 3c + 3c brown reply paid card (Schoenfeld Type 7) bearing an even
earlier 7.7.92 date stamp, which is shown in Figures PC-3c. He notes: “These cards (including the
“New” listing based on Schoenfeld 19) are part of a correspondence between H. Dixon (Hong
Kong G. P. O. Money Order Office) and Ernest Pulbrook (London). Dixon's messages suggest to
me that the dates of these cards are probably first day of use”:
“Herewith specimen of the new 3c reply card”
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Figure PC-3c. 7.7.92: Message states intact 3c + 3c reply post card is “new”
Notwithstanding the message on the 7.7.92 post card illustrated in Figure PC-3c, the 2.7.92
message half of a 3c + 3c reply paid card (Schoenfeld 7x), which is included in the online QV post
card exhibit, and which is illustrated in Figure PC-3d, is a few days earlier. Mr. Chan’s online QV
post card exhibit also includes the reply half (“REPLY” not deleted) ERD cancelled to order on the
same day, 2.7.92, and a 22.11.92 (non-CTO) example returned from New South Wales to HK.

Figure PC-3d. 2.7.92: earliest known 3c + 3c reply paid card (message half)
Another intact 3c + 3c reply card example, bears an unclear HK c.d.s. (7.7.92 according to the
catalog: George Alevizos, 10.1981, lot 642). It was sent to the same DEI addressee as the 1c + 1c
post card shown in Figure PC-3a, and it received a Singapore transit date stamp of 12.7.92. Mr.
Kirk’s Vol. 2 shows that the P&O Rohilla departed HK on 7.7.92 and arrived at Singapore on
12.7.92, thus confirming the 7.7.92 HK date on this card. It bears the message: “This is a specimen
of the 3c reply card brought into use on the 1st instant” (i.e., 1.7.92). This note, and the fact that no
earlier example has so far been found than those which are illustrated and described herein, seems
to disprove Proud’s statement that reply cards were issued on 14.5.92.
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The LRD for the 3c brown “REPLY” part is dated 25.7.94 at Tagerweilen, Switzerland, (HKPSJ
13, page at left of page 51). Malcolm Hammersley has succeeded in reuniting the two parts of this
card. Norman Bennet had a HK 3c card cancelled “Strathmore” (GB), sent to Shanghai, as if it
were a reply card, and not charged postage due (Cavendish, 5.2002, lot 980). The earliest known
non-CTO use of the 3c reply card is from Bombay (398 Gib 11.1998): 9.8.1892 Singapore to HK
sorter, so Colombo 2.8 (per Kirk), and Bombay c.27.7.92, but not illustrated. A 22.11.92 3c reply
PC from NSW is the earliest with visual proof (399 Gib 11.1998; see HK & TP usage appendix).

Figure PC-3e. 6.12.94 - Earliest known use of “4 CENTS.” in red on 3c brown PC
Col. Webb stated on page 158: “About 1 January 1895, the postal rate to Europe (sic: postal card
rate to all UPU countries) changed from 3c to 4c, and the stock of 3c was surcharged in red” (Sch.
8). The other catalogs of Hong Kong postal stationery show this 4c provisional card as having
been issued in 1895, with two exceptions. The Higgins and Gage catalog notes issuance of this
and the associated two part reply card as “1894/95.”
The 4c red surcharged on 3c brown post card illustrated in Figure PC-3e which, although it cannot
be dated by the partial Hong Kong c.d.s., is seen to be 6.12.94 from the sender’s date line:

This date is confirmed by the 6.1.95 German arrival date stamp, since the mail which left HK on
the P&O steamer on 6.12.94 reached Brindisi, Italy, on 3.1.95. For many years I claimed a 3.1.95
4c red on 3c brown post card as the earliest known use of this rate, but Mr. Proud, in his 1991
Treaty Ports book, listed a 12.12.94 ERD for a 4c / 3c card sent from Shanghai. However, the fact
that I also had a 3c post card dated 12.12.94, and I had seen a 3c card dated 4.12.94, sent from
Hankow to Luxemburg (Philachina, 9.2007, lot 411), raised some doubts. I thought it possible that
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the sender of the Figure PC-3e 4c on 3c card had acquired and used it on 6.12.94, before the post
card rate was actually increased to 4c.

Figure PC-3f. Government notice: 3c post card rate raised to 4c effective 1.12.94
Technology finally came to the rescue by means of the Hong Kong University on-line database of
official government notices and reports: http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/g1894/645874.pdf.
The Figure PC-3f notice is conclusive evidence that the QV 3c post card rate was increased to 4c
on 1.12.94, vs. 1.1.95, as previously recorded (note: the table of rates to non-Union places is not
included in this illustration). This notice lists the seven members of the East Asia rate group, as
given in Table PC-1, and specifies that the post card rate for the group was one cent at that time.
A second 6.12.94 4c red / 3c brown post card, which was acquired at the International Philatelic
Exhibition in London in 2010, is illustrated in Figure PC-3g. This post card was fully described in
Hong Kong Study Circle Journal 354/29. The online QV PC exhibit includes a third 6.12.94
example of this 4c red / 3c brown post card, which is docketed “p Engl. Mail”. Mr. Kirk’s
itineraries for the British mail packet line demonstrate that it carried all three of these cards, since
he recorded that the P&O Ravenna departed HK on 6.12.94. No French, Italian, or American
packet is recorded to have left HK during the period 1.12 to 6.12.94. Thus, 6.12.94 is the earliest
possible usage of the 4c on 3c post cards, which actually traveled through the mails (unless there
was a German or private steamer from HK, during the 1.12 to 6.12.94 period, which carried an
extant post card to a UPU member country at the new 4c rate).
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Figure PC-3g. 6.12.94 - Earliest possible use of “4 CENTS.” red on 3c brown PC
The enlargement at the right side on the bottom of Figure PC-3g is intended to better show the
period at the right end of the red “4 CENTS.” surcharge on 3c brown post card, which has not
previously been illustrated or recorded in the relevant catalogs. It might be thought that this period
rapidly wore down, so that it shows on only the very early examples of the 4c / 3c card. However,
Harmon Fine surveyed quite a number of examples of this card and determined that this period is
present on all of the used cards in his collection, until about 1900. The black “4 CENTS.” On 3c
surcharge also has a period, sometimes not visible, at the end of the “4 CENTS.”, which, in like
manner, has not previously been illustrated or recorded in the relevant catalogs.
There is also a dot at the left of the “3” of the “3 CENTS” on the card shown in Figure PC-3g, but
it is apparently an unrecorded printing flaw. A similar dot can be seen between “3” and “CENTS”
on the Figure PC-3e PC, apparently another unrecorded printing flaw.
The 4c + 4c red on 3c + 3c brown reply paid card is listed in the various catalogs as having been
issued in 1895, the same as for the basic 4c red on 3c brown post card. The unaddressed intact 4c
+ 4c red on 3c + 3c brown reply card shown in Figure PC-3h, which was cancelled to order (CTO)
on 1.12.94, is a key piece in Mr. Chan’s online QV PC exhibit. Since the 4c post card rate went
into effect on 1.12.94, this philatelically inspired card is a “first day cover” (FDC) that documents
the implementation date of that rate. The earliest known non-philatelic use of this PC is 6.3.95.
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Figure PC-3h. 1.12.94 - “4 CENTS” in red on 3c brown reply card: 4c rate FDC
The latest known intact 4c + 4c red on 3c + 3c brown reply paid post card (Schoenfeld 9), used as
it was intended, was sent on 6.1.99 from Morrison Hill Road, HK, back to Yaumati, Kowloon, HK
(HKPSJ 9, page 26). Although a 4c PC was employed for this local use, rather than a 1c PC, the
messages indicate that this exchange was a “social communication”, according to owner and author
Simon Choi, vs. a philatelic one. This is the only use of a reply paid card entirely within HK that I
recall seeing. The latest overall use of an intact 4c + 4c red on 3c + 3c brown card originated from
Hankow on 23.8.01, but the reply half was unused (online QV PC exhibit). Mr. Proud’s 1991 book
does not record use of this reply card from Hankow. Another intact 4c red on 3c reply paid card
was sent on 4.3.98 from Shanghai via HK to Macau, and then from Customs Lappa (12.3.98), with
an additional Macau stamp, subsequently removed, back to Shanghai (Interasia, 1.2010, lot 1548).
Higgins & Gage notes a double overprint of the 4c red on 3c brown PC (#13). Yang lists this
variety as P12a, but without value. The unused example of this variety exhibited in Figure PC-3i
was offered by Gibbons as lot 455 in their 3.1986 auction. They stated that it is “only the second
example we have seen,” and they also mentioned that it has a Holcombe signature and certificate.

Figure PC-3i. 1 of only 2 double 4 CENTS red overprint PCs known to Gibbons
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The earliest known example of the detached message half of this HK 4c red on 3c brown reply card
(Sch. 9x) was sent from Swatow on 21.2.95 (online QV PC exhibit). Proud’s book does not record
use of this reply paid card from Swatow. The earliest known detached reply half (9y) of this PC is
illustrated in Figure PC-3j. It was sent from Honolulu on 22.1.95 back to Amoy. It is the only
known HK reply paid post card from Hawaii, and it is also the earliest known reply card returned
to Amoy. The complete 2-part card would have been sent to Honolulu late in 12.94, or very early
in 1.95, in order for the reply part to have been returned from Honolulu on 22.1.95 (20 day transit
shown by 11.2.95 HK date). As such, it would become the ERD, vs. the Swatow card noted above.

Figure PC-3j. 22.1.95 - 4c / 3c “REPLY” ERD; only known HK reply PC from Hawaii
Another early Sch. Type 9y reply card was sent from Calcutta on 29.3.95 back to Hong Kong. It is
the only HK reply paid post card I have seen from Calcutta. The two parts of this card were sold
together as lot 400 in the Gibbons 11.1998 auction. Another 4c red on 3c reply card was cancelled
by a 3.95 “Customs / Chefoo” c.d.s., and sent to Shanghai (R. Lowe, 10.1981, lot 236).

Figure PC-3k. 4c / 3c “REPLY”; only known HK reply PC from Seychelles (“B64”)
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The 18.4.93 message half of the 1c + 1c reply paid post card, which is illustrated in Figure PC-3b,
was sent to the Seychelles Islands, a very rare destination from HK. That card brought to mind a
vague memory of a HK reply card sent from the Seychelles back to HK. When I mentioned this to
Harmon Fine, he responded that this PC is part of his collection, and he would send me a scan. I
assumed that his “REPLY” half was the back of the Figure PC-3b PC, but the scan I received from
him is the 4c red on 3c brown “REPLY” half shown in Figure PC-3k. While it would have been
surprising to find the Figure PC-3b PC mate, the probability of finding unrelated HK reply card parts
to and from someplace as small and remote as the Seychelles Islands seems microscopic to me.
Figure PC-3k depicts the only known HK reply card from the Seychelles, and it is the only known
HK PC with the indicia obliterated by a British style alphanumeric “killer” (the Seychelles “B64”
in this case) applied elsewhere than at HK, or at one of the Treaty Ports. Salles’ records indicate
that this reply post card was picked up by the French line Salazie at Aden, and transported back to
HK. Surprisingly, the Salazie was the same paquebot that carried the Figure PC-3b-2 PC to Aden.
The online Queen Victoria post card exhibit includes the latest known use of the “REPLY’ half of
a QV 4c + 4c red on 3c + 3c brown reply paid card. It was used philatelically on 13.3 1912 from
Baden, Germany, back to Hong Kong. Mr. Pearson recorded a 26.6.97 example of this reply half
that was sent from Kiel, Germany, back to HK (Webb, page 158), and I had a 31.3.97 intact 4c red
on 3c brown reply card (Schoenfeld 9) bearing a Peine, Germany, datestamp on the “REPLY” side,
which was sent back to Shanghai (quite probably philatelic). I also had a 4c red on 3c brown card,
with the “REPLY” not deleted, which was used incorrectly on 13.4.98 from Swatow to Sydney,
bearing the only recorded example of the Swatow postage due “T” (Proud UP2), and another from
Hong Kong (adjacent Western Branch c.d.s. not canceling the stamp) sent on 18.7.00 to the USA.
A basic (i.e., not reply paid) PC is known with 11.1.94 Stanmore, GB, c.d.s. on the HK 3c indicia.
It was sent to HK, as if it was a reply PC, without any postage due charged (IA, 4.2012, lot 1310).
Col. Webb noted that the word “REPLY” was deleted from some of the QV 1c green and 4c black
on 3c brown reply paid cards, so that they could be used as a “normal card.” This deletion was
done by hand with a broad (in varying degrees) brush stroke in black ink. Higgins & Gage is the
only catalog that records this “REPLY” deleted variety for the 4c red on 3c brown reply card. The
19.5.96 PC illustrated in Figure PC-3l is the earliest of only six known examples of the “REPLY”
having been deleted from the 4c red on 3c brown cards. No earlier “REPLY” deleted example has
been found on the 1c + 1c green, nor on the un-surcharged 3c + 3c brown reply paid post cards.

Figure PC-3l. 19.5.96 - Earliest of 6 known 4c / 3c reply PC with “REPLY” deleted
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A total of five examples of the 4c red surcharge applied down to the right on the 3c PC are now
known, spanning just over one year. The earliest, 21.2.99, is an intact card, which is illustrated in
Figure PC-3m. Two other intact examples have been seen: 7.3.99 and 12.4.99.

Figure PC-3m. 4c red NW – SE on intact 3c PC – Earliest of 3 known examples
The earliest of only two known examples of the 4c red surcharge from NW to SE on the reply half
of this card is dated 14.3.99, but unfortunately, a scan was not retained. The other such reply card
half, which was used internally in Shanghai on 8.3.1900 (online PC exhibit), is exhibited in Figure
PC-3n. No used message half of the 4c red surcharge applied NW-SE has been seen.

Figure PC-3n. 4c red NW – SE on REPLY half of 3c PC – Latest of 2 known
A 3c reply paid card with an inverted 4c red surcharge, and the indicia of a virtually identical
example, are exhibited in Figure PC-4f.
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Webb # QV
Sch. # Issued

Value & Format

Early

1900
P18,18a
10, 10x

4c + 4c black on
3c + 3c reply card (7)
not separated (10),
28.12.00
message half (10x)
13.2.00
Sch. # 10y - Reply
26.2.00
half, "REPLY" deleted
As 10y, reply half, but 17.7.00
"REPLY" not deleted

P18
10y
NEW
P18
P18a

As 10y, black 3c NW-SE
"REPLY" not deleted
Inverted 4c black
4c black over 4c red
surcharge on 3c brown
(Sch. 9), message (11)
or reply (11a) half
Sch. 11, 4c / 4c / 3c:
Red surcharge down
to right (NW to SE).
Both 4c down to right.
Sch. 11a: 4c / 4c / 3c Reply half of card with
"REPLY" deleted.
Red surcharge NW-SE
Both 4c down to right

NEW
P19
11, 11a

P19

NEW

NEW

9.4.00

30.4.06

3.02

---

16.5.02

Late

Notes

10 ERD: Bull, 4.2010, lot 3553.
10 LRD: Spink, 1.2007, lot 1119
5.3.03 10x ERD: Bull, 2.2004, lot 989
11.7.03 10x LRD: ZA, 6.2003, lot 1050
22.8.04 ERD: John Bull, 12.1998, lot 916
LRD: Cavendish, 3.2003, lot 151
20.3.02 ERD: Treasure Hunters,
10.1988, lot 658
LRD: online post card exhibit
Only 2 known used examples
10 ERD: IA, 4.2012, lot 1272
10 LRD: online post card exhibit
12.4.06 10x ERD: online PC exhibit
13.12.02 10x LRD: Philachina, 4.2004/976
7.2.02 10y ERD: Philachina, 2.2005/231
10y LRD: IA, 4.2012, lot 1401
5.10.03 Only 2 known: ERD: H. Fine
LRD: online post card exhibit
Only
1 known example; Fig. PC-4g
ERROR

2.11.00
27.3.00

14.5.00 ERD: HKSC 268
LRD: LCS – From Foochow with
double red 4c surcharge

14.4.00
.
23.6.00

---

---

31.3.00
31.3.00

14.4.00 and 7.7.00 intact PC:
Zurich Asia, 11.2002, lot 1102.
23.6.00 unique use: Hoiland
(Denmark), 8.1997, lot 2736
See text re. surcharge positions
Only 4 known used examples:
ERD for red 4c NW-SE: Norton.
7.7.00 LRD: Intact-see preceding note.
Unique:Christies,11.95, lot 2485

Reply half of Sch. 6,
16.11.00 20.11.00 11.12.01 21.1.05 ERD: Ebay ...2968, 19.11.2003
basic 1c + 1c green
29.5.06 1905 LRD: EB9509226157
with "REPLY" deleted
+ 1906 in online QV PC exhibit,
but strike-through partly erased
1900? Basic 3c + 3c brown (7) 4.9.01
Only known used example:
----1901? with "REPLY" deleted
Online QV post card exhibit
1901

14.10.01 14.10.03

P20
12

4c carmine on white
and buff post cards

P21
13

4c + 4c carmine reply
card; Intact (13)
Message half (13x)
Reply half (13y),
"REPLY" not deleted.
White and buff cards
Reply half of
Schoenfeld 13 with
"REPLY" deleted

NEW

Webb
Late

Black surcharge down
to right for all 3 types:
Schoenfeld 10, intact, 19.12.02
10x, message half,
12.7.00
10y; "REPLY" deleted 11.8.00

NEW

P22
14

Webb
Early

5.10.01

18.3.07 ERD: LCS; LRD: LCS - Double
ring “Foochow BPO”, Type G

14.10.03
6.12.02
5.1.04

25.12.03

---

---

13 ERD: Bull, 12.2000, lot 1009
1.7.07 13 LRD: LCS – see text.
1.11.04 13x ERD: Online QV PC exhibit.
13x LRD: Bull, 12.2004, 1037.
11.9.04 13y ERD: LCS; LRD: online QV
PC exhibit. Only 3 known used.
Only 2 used examples seen:
27.1.04 ERD: Online post card exhibit.
LRD: LCS - Via Siberia

Table PC-2d. Hong Kong Queen Victoria post cards issued 1900 – 1901
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The 4c grey PCs are recorded used as late as 1903, and the LRD of the 4c red surcharge on 3c
cards is 12.1902. This would appear to imply that sufficient stocks of the 4c grey post cards, and
of the basic single 4c red surcharge on 3c brown post card, remained to satisfy demand until the 4c
carmine cards were issued in 1901. However, most of the remaining 3c brown two part reply paid
cards were split for use as single cards and surcharged 4c in black early in 1900.
The earliest recorded use of the 4c surcharge in black is of a message half (Sch. 10x) on 13.2.00, as
illustrated in Figure PC-4a-1 (Bull, 2.2004, lot 989). The message is dated 8.2.00 per the catalog,
but this does not fit the British, French, or Italian line ship schedules, so this card was apparently
hand-carried on a German or private vessel and mailed in Singapore. If handed in onboard a
German steamer, it should have been cancelled by a German ship c.d.s. If handed in onboard any
vessel, it should have received a Singapore paquebot handstamp, as well as the Singapore c.d.s.

Figure PC-4a-1. 13.2.00 – earliest recorded use of 4c surcharge in black on 3c brown
The earliest recorded 4c surcharge in black on 3c brown reply half, with "REPLY" deleted (Sch.
10y) is 26.2.00, as displayed in Figure PC-4a-2 (John Bull, 12.1998, lot 916). The “Ligne N” c.d.s.
shows this card was carried by the French line, and Salles’ itineraries indicate it went on the Indus.

Figure PC-4a-2. 26.2.00 – Earliest recorded 4c black on 3c PC with “REPLY” deleted
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A 3c brown reply half, with "REPLY" deleted, shows partial doubling of the 4c black surcharge
(Bull, 10.2008, lot 936). This card originated from Swatow on 22.2.01, and it bears a 4.3.01
Singapore transit c.d.s. The recorded itineraries of neither the British, French, nor Italian ship lines
are consistent with the Singapore c.d.s., so it appears that this card caught the German steamer.
I have a “ratty”, badly damaged 4c black on 3c message half datelined HK, 3.1.01, with a Macau
adhesive stamp cancelled at that port the same day. This stamp was probably added by the sender
when the card was posted onboard the HK to Macau steamer, or at Macau, to ensure acceptance in
the mail. The card was subsequently returned to HK, where it was dated 8.1.01 when the mail was
made up for the next European-bound packet (most probably the German line).
Although Webb’s statement that the “4 CENTS” black surcharge was applied to obsolete stocks of
the QV 3 cents brown post card can be interpreted to the effect that this surcharge was applied to
both normal (single) and reply paid (two part) cards, he did not catalog the 4c surcharge on the
normal 3c card. In a like manner, both Higgins & Gage (H&G) and Schoenfeld recorded the 4c
black surcharge only on the 3c brown reply cards. However, Yang and Castiglione catalog the 4c
black surcharge on 3c brown in both the single card (Yang P13) and reply paid card (Yang P14)
configurations. Yang Type P13 is incorrectly referenced to Type P7, the 1c on 3c brown, as the
base 3c post card for the 4c black surcharge, whereas the reference should be to P5, the 3c brown
card, sans surcharge. Castiglione quoted a price for the 4c black surcharge on 3c brown “standard”
(single) card in used condition, but he did not provide an example. This standard 4c black on 3c
brown card has not been seen in used condition, so it has not been listed herein.

Figure PC-4b. 17.7.00 – Earliest of 2 known 4c black on 3c PC, “REPLY” not deleted
Dr. Schoenfeld recorded the 4c + 4c black surcharge on 3c + 3c brown reply paid card only with
the “REPLY” deleted (his type 10y), but a careful reading of Col. Webb’s description of this type
and its various subtypes shows this card with the “REPLY” not deleted in the in P18 listing, and
with the “REPLY” deleted in the "Type P18 inward half" note below it. The earliest of only two
known examples of the “4 CENTS” black surcharge on 3c brown reply card, with the “REPLY”
not deleted, is illustrated in Figure PC-4b. It bears the first type of “K.B.” (Kowloon origination)
c.d.s., which is recorded in use from 1898 to 1901, but is seldom seen on card or cover.
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Col. Webb also notes "The overprints in Type P18 are diagonal and in different directions." The
ERD for the 4c black surcharge from Northwest to Southeast (NW to SE) on an intact reply paid
card is illustrated in Figure PC-4c-1 (IA, 4.2012, lot 1272). Additionally, this Maus philatelic
creation bears a “Customs / Kowloon” c.d.s. (the ERD of Chang Type 13-II: 19.12.02 – 26.11.06)
on the stamps, which include a 10c / 30c (SG 55) paying the registration fee; a registration label
(Tsang Type HKC: 1900 – 03); and an encircled “R” (Proud Type RL7: 1884 – 1903). The reply
half of this PC bears a German c.d.s., applied later by favor, according to the catalog description.

Figure PC-4c-1. 19.12.02 – ERD: 4c black, NW to SE, on 3c intact reply paid PC
While several examples of the “REPLY” deleted subtypes of the 4c black surcharge from NW to
SE can be found in the online HK QV post card exhibit, and elsewhere, this PC with “REPLY”
inscription not deleted has not previously been recorded. The earliest: 16.5.02, of only two known
examples of this variety, which was submitted by Harmon Fine, is exhibited in Figure PC-4c-2.

Figure PC-4c-2. Earliest of 2 known 4c black, NW to SE, on 3c, “REPLY” not deleted
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Double

“T”

Figure PC-4c-3. 4c black, NW to SE, on 3c PC, showing doubling of “T” in “CENTS”
A doubling of the horizontal bar of the "T" in the “4 CENTS” surcharge on the Figure PC-4c-1 PC
is quite evident in the enlargement shown in Figure PC-4c-3, although there is no distinct doubling
apparent in any of the other characters. This doubling is even more well defined in the mint
example of the message side of this card shown in Mr. Chan’s online post card exhibit. The
5.10.03 LRD for the reply part of this post card variety illustrated in the online post card exhibit
shows only a thickening of the horizontal bar of the "T" in the “4 CENTS” surcharge. These are
the only two used examples of this variety of the “REPLY” (not deleted) part of this card that have
so far been seen.
The various catalogs record a “4 CENTS” black surcharge applied on separated halves of the “4
CENTS” red surcharge on 3c brown two part reply cards. Col. Webb's 9.4.00 ERD for the set of
subtypes of the 4c black surcharged reply cards was offered as lot 439 in the 9.2004 Cavendish
auction, and again as lot 196 in the 1.2008 Philachina auction. It was not noted in either of these
catalogs that the 4c black surcharge was struck over the original 4c red surcharge (i.e., it is the
much scarcer Sch. 11 vs. Sch. 10). This PC was date stamped by French packet, and was sent to
Pera, Turkey, a rare destination from HK. A specimen of the 4c black on 4c red on 3c brown PC
message half can be seen in the 4.2012 Interasia Auction, lot 1312.
The surcharges of the 4c red on 3c brown PC, and the 4c black on 4c red on 3c brown PC, can be
found at various angles. The most eye-catching surcharge is from the upper left to the lower right
(from NW to SE), since the normal surcharges were struck from the lower left to the upper right
(from SW to NE). This PC with the surcharge(s) from NW to SE was apparently not known to
Col. Webb. A most interesting example has the 4c red surcharge from NW to SE, and the 4c black
surcharge SW to NE, on both halves of an intact reply card sent to Germany twice. The message
half is dated 14.4.00, the reply half is dated 7.7.00, and both of the sections of this PC bear the
corresponding German arrival marks. While the possibility exists that the “REPLY” was struck
out, as it should have been, it is too faint in the catalog photo to be conclusive.
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Figure PC-4d. Unrecorded “REPLY” deleted on 4c / 4c / 3c card, red 4c NW – SE: ERD
A post card with the red “4 CENTS” surcharge from NW to SE, and black “4 CENTS” surcharge
from SW to NE, with the “REPLY” clearly deleted, is reproduced in Figure PC-4d. The scan of
this card was provided by Chris Norton. There do not appear to be the normal periods following
“CENTS” in either of the surcharges. This is the earliest known use of the “criss-cross” surcharges
subtype in combination with the previously unrecorded “REPLY” deleted. The message on the
backside of this card indicates the possibility that it is the first day of use:
“Herewith curio for your collection. This card has been doubly surcharged - once in
red and again in black”

Air Commodore Gurevitch recorded another example in HKPS Journal 11, also bearing the red
surcharge from NW to SE, and the black surcharge from SW to NE. As indicated in the preceding
paragraph, the 4c black on 4c red on 3c brown post card has not previously been recorded with the
“REPLY” deleted. Gurevitch accurately noted that the 4c / 4c / 3c cards are “particularly elusive,
especially in used condition.” His valid observation becomes even more meaningful when the
combination of surcharge positions with the “REPLY” deleted feature are considered. This is
further emphasized by the date range of used examples in Table PC-4C above, which spans less
than four months for all subtypes of the Schoenfeld Type 11 and 11a PCs. The 9.4.00 example
shown by Gurevitch is the latest of only two known post cards with criss-crossed red and black
surcharges in combination with “REPLY” deleted.
A similar example was offered by Christie’s (11.1995 auction, lot 2485), but with both the red
surcharge and the black surcharge from NW to SE, and at steeper than 45 degree angles. The
catalog description states that the word “REPLY” was deleted, although this is difficult to see in
the Figure PC-4e-1 illustration. The 4c / 4c / 3c post card has not previously been recorded with
“REPLY” deleted, and the card illustrated in Figure PC-4e-1, plus the two previously described
examples are the only ones that have been seen.
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Figure PC-4e-1. Unrecorded “REPLY” deleted on 4c / 4c / 3c card; both 4c: NW / SE
The fact that the “4 CENTS” black surcharge and the “4 CENTS” red surcharge were intended to
be struck one on top of the other from SW to NE on the 3c brown reply paid cards is demonstrated
by the message half “SPECIMEN” illustrated in Figure PC-4e-2, which I had not previously seen
(IA, 4.2012, lot 1312). At the right is a cropped scan of a PC with the “4 CENTS” black surcharge
on the “4 CENTS” red surcharge, but both applied from NW to SE (IA, 1.2010, lot 1549).

Figure PC-4e-2. “SPECIMEN” card: both “4 CENTS” SW - NE; indicia: both NW - SE
Col. Webb recorded an example of a 4c black on 4c red on 3c brown reply card in which “the 4c in
red has two clear impressions, one 3 mm below the other.” At one time I owned the example from
Foochow exhibited in Figure PC-4e-3, which has the two red 4c surcharges offset by about 5 mm.,
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although they are difficult to discern even in the enlargement. The most visible of the two red 4c
surcharges has the “C” of the “CENTS” just to the lower left of the queen’s chin, and the “E” within
the outline of her chin. The other of the two red 4c surcharges has the “S” of “CENTS” just visible
at the top right of the white panel on the right side of the stamp, and part of the “T” can barely be
seen to the left of the “S”. Yang recorded a double surcharge on the basic 4c red on 3c brown reply
card, and a very few other such “kiss print” examples are also known. Due to the extreme rarity of
the double surcharges, no attempt has been made to record the earliest and latest dates of usage,
although the Figure PC- 4e card is listed as the LRD of the basic 4c black on 4c red on 3c brown PC.

“S”

“C”

Figure PC-4e-3. Double red “4 CENTS” surcharge over-struck by black “4 CENTS”
Various other anomalies in the “4 CENTS” surcharge are also seen from time-to-time. The most
egregious example I recall, in which the red surcharge is completely inverted on both halves of an
intact reply paid card (Spink, 11.1997, lot 1254), is illustrated in Figure PC- 4f. This item was
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registered, which is seldom seen on post cards, and the year in the HK cancel displays a broken
“5.” Surprisingly, a virtually identical card, sent the same day to the same addressee and ultimate
destination, is also known (Gibbons, 11.1998, lot 401). The “4 C” of the inverted “4 CENTS”
surcharge of this second card can be seen at the upper right of the enlarged indicia in the center,
below the PC. Both cards were addressed to Montenegro, a very rare destination from HK, but
were subsequently forwarded to Munich, Germany. This accounts for the nine days between
Salles’ 10.12.95 Marseille arrival date of the Ernst Simmons and the 19.12 “Muenchen” c.d.s.

Figure PC-4f. “4 CENTS” surcharges inverted & showing incomplete printing
A close second in the realm of “4 CENTS” surcharge anomalies, which has a significant part of the
surcharge partially missing, is depicted at the bottom right of Figure PC-4f. This anomaly may
have been due to some foreign matter having been deposited on the printing plate, thus precluding
the ink from taking (Spink, 1.2008, lot 1217). The indicia was cancelled by a “Kais. Deutsche
Marine Schiffpost” c.d.s., seldom seen on HK stamps, and which is even more scarce on HK PCs.
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An inverted “4 CENTS” black surcharge has also recently come to light, struck on the reply half of
a reply paid PC, with “REPLY” deleted. This inverted surcharge, which is believed to be unique at
this time, is exhibited in Figure PC- 4g. An enlargement of the indicia has been provided at the
right side of this figure to better show this inversion. The reversed “E” of “CENTS is the most
visible indicator of the inversion. Neither of the the 4c red nor the 4c black inverted surcharges has
previously been recorded in the philatelic literature, to the best of my knowledge.

Figure PC-4g. Only known inverted 4c black on 3c reply card; “REPLY” deleted
Schoenfeld 14 is the reply half of Sch. 6, the basic 1c + 1c green, but with the "REPLY" deleted.
Unfortunately, a scan of the 16.11.00 ERD was not saved, and Webb’s 20.11.00 ERD has not been
seen. Consequently, a 15.12.00 example from Canton, which is the earliest usage of this card that
is illustrated in Mr. Chan’s appendix, is reproduced in Figure PC-4h. The length of time between
the 22.12.00 HK arrival and the 21.1.01 HK departure indicates that it took some considerable time
to ascertain the whereabouts of the S. M. S. Schmalbe (?) to which this card was addressed.

Figure PC-4h. An early 1c + 1c green PC usage with "REPLY" deleted
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Figure PC-4i exhibits the only known example, previously unrecorded, of the reply half of the
basic 3c + 3c reply paid post card (Schoenfeld 7y) with “REPLY” deleted, which is reproduced
from the online QV PC card exhibit. Since the three cent post card rate was raised to four cents on
1.12.94, the 3c card could only have been used thereafter within or between HK and the Treaty
Ports (or within the “East Asia rate” area), overpaying the 1c rate. If a 3c PC was used outside of
these specified areas on or after 1.12.94, it would have been necessary to add a 2 cent stamp, or it
would have been postage due. This card is addressed to “Mount Austin”, which the third location
listed by Wikipedia states is “Victoria Peak, Hong Kong, also known as Mount Austin”.

Figure PC-4i. Only known example of 3c + 3c reply card with “REPLY” deleted
Col. Webb noted that the 4c carmine PC, the final one in the QV series, was issued in 1901. He
recorded 14.10.01 as the ERD, but did not distinguish that use as of the basic or reply paid type.
My (ex.) 5.10.01 basic 4c card, which is listed as the ERD, is illustrated in Figure PC-5a-1.

Figure PC-5a-1. 5.10.01: 4c QV carmine PC ERD; Webb Type Gii c.d.s.
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The LRD of the basic QV 4c carmine PC is also exhibited in Figure PC-5a-2, due to its rare postal
history usage (a proud addition to Mr. Chi Ho Chan’s QV post card exhibit). In addition to it being
the LRD, this PC bears the following features of postal history significance:
1) Foochow BPO cds, Webb Type G, Proud Type D8: only 9.7.06 – 14.11.07 & 26.11.10
a) Not recorded on cover or PC in Webb Value Guide, nor by Proud
b) 1 of only 3 known examples on cover or PC
st
2) 1 voyage of P&O Macedonia from HK to Colombo
3) To Constantinople:
a) Seldom seen destination from HK
b) “British Post Office / Constantinople” receipt cds - very seldom seen on HK mail

Figure PC-5a-2. 4c QV carmine PC LRD; Foochow BPO cds: 3 known on cover or PC
Mr. Perrin reported the 4c carmine PC on “deep-buff” stock used on 6.12.04 (HKSC Bulletin
175/17), although Col. Webb had recorded this card only on white stock. Mr. Gower (HKSC
Bulletin Editor at that time) confirmed Mr. Perrin’s report with another buff example of the basic
card, and added an unused buff reply paid card to this new find.
Mr. Chan had identified the Figure PC-5b post card, reproduced herein from his online QV PC
exhibit, as the only known used QV 4c carmine card with the “REPLY” card designation not
having been deleted. This is somewhat surprising, in that this subtype is recorded by Schoenfeld
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(13y), whereas the subtype with “REPLY” deleted shown below in Figure PC-5c had not been
recorded, prior to the initial publication of this monograph.
I reported the 5.1.04 ERD of the 4c carmine card, with “REPLY” not deleted, in HKSC Bulletin
249-24(c), but when this was initially written up for the monograph, I was not able to locate the
photocopy, so Mr. Chan’s 11.9.04 LRD was illustrated herein. I finally came across the photocopy
of this Sch. Type 17y card, which is shown in the cropped scan at the bottom of Figure PC-5b. It
was cancelled by a “Fleet Street”, London, date stamp, and was sent to Lisbon, Portugal, vs. back
to HK, which was a violation of the intended use of these “REPLY” paid cards.

Figure PC-5b. Only 3 known used 4c QV carmine PCs with “REPLY” not deleted
Figure PC-5c clearly demonstrates that, as with previous issues, there apparently was a shortage of
4c cards, and/or a larger than needed stock of the 1901 QV 4c carmine reply cards (Sch. 13) was
still on hand, so those reply cards were separated, “REPLY” was struck out, and they were used as
normal 4c cards. However, no example of this 4c card with “REPLY” deleted had previously been
recorded, the 27.1.04 PC exhibited in Figure PC-5c being the latest of only two used examples so
far found. The 25.12.03 ERD of this rare PC is shown in Mr. Chan’s appendix to this monograph.
The 27.1.04 4c post card was annotated at the top: “Via Dalny and Trans Siberian Railway”. It
bears a Shanghai BPO transit of 10.2.04 on the back. Although the railroad across Siberia had
been in service for quite a number of months, the use of that faster route between England and the
British colonies in the Far East was not authorized until 9.03, and mail from Hong Kong was not
officially sent by that route until 11.03. A HKPO notice in the “Hong Kong Telegraph” dated
11.2.04 stated: "Until further notice the transmission of correspondence via Dalny and the TransSiberian Railway is discontinued." (this information is provided courtesy of Mr. Whittington,
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relayed by Mr. Norton). Thus, the Figure PC-5c PC became part of the last mail transmitted via
Shanghai before the trans-Siberian railroad route was suspended due to the Russo-Japanese War.

Figure PC-5c. Unrecorded “REPLY” deleted on 4c PC; scarce via Siberia in 1st period
Mr. Norton has a QV 4c carmine post card sent from HK on 5.2.04 on the private ship Glaucus,
also with a 10.2.04 Shanghai transit c.d.s., which is the latest known from HK transmitted in this
last mail via Siberia to Europe. I have only seen about a dozen examples of mail from Hong Kong
carried on the trans-Siberian Railway during this very short first period of use by the British.
A 1.11.04 message half of the 4c + 4c carmine reply paid card is listed as the LRD. It bears a
“Tsangkou / Kiautschou” arrival date stamp, which is very seldom seen on mail from Hong Kong.
Another intact PC with Chefoo CTO date stamp on the message half, and on the otherwise unused
reply half, was offered in the John Bull auction of 4.2002, lot 757. Since the catalog description
did not state that the “REPLY” was deleted, it is presumed not to have been.
The only unused reply half of the QV 4c Schoenfeld Type 13 post card, which has been seen with
the “REPLY” deleted, was still intact with the front half of the card. This card was used on 1.7.07
(which is the LRD recorded herein) from Shanghai via Siberia to Stettin on the Baltic Sea, not too
long after the resumption of the Trans-Siberian Railway service (the earliest known mail item from
HK after reopening of the trans-Siberian route is dated 8.4.07). The 1.7.07 post card is quite a late
usage of QV post cards, and extant examples of the King Edward 4c reply cards indicate that they
may not have been issued until the QV reply card remainders were mostly exhausted.
-----------------------------------------------------------------The next section is PC-B King Edward Post Cards. To access this section or other parts of the
monograph, return to the HKSC website/Papers. http://www.hongkongstudycircle.com/papers.html
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